You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for SILVERCREST SRK 700 A1
ELECTRIC RICE COOKER. You'll find the answers to all your questions on the SILVERCREST SRK 700 A1 ELECTRIC RICE
COOKER in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size, accessories, etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in
the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
Connect the rice cooker only to correctly installed and earthed mains sockets supplying a voltage that tallies with the details given on the appliance
identification plate. Always remove the plug from the mains power sokket when you move or fill the device, in the event of problems, before cleaning the
appliance and when the cooker is not in use! Never disconnect the appliance by pulling on the power cable. Never touch the appliance plug with wet or moist
hands. Never submerse the device in water or other liquids. Should the appliance ever fall into a liquid, IM-MEDIATELY remove the plug from the mains
power socket. Then, do not operate the appliance again until it has been inspected by an approved service company. Never subject the appliance to moisture
and do not use it outdoors. Do not use the rice cooker while standing on a wet floor or when your hands or the appliance are wet. Position the power cable so
that it does not come into contact with hot or sharp-edged objects. Do not kink or crush the power cable and do not wind it around the appliance.
Arrange for defective power plugs and/or cables to be replaced at once by qualified technicians or our Customer Service Department. Never leave the
appliance unattended during operation. warning! Hot steam escapes from the steam hole and upon opening the cover! risk of scalding! This symbol on the
appliance warns you of the risk of burns caused by hot surfaces. @@@@@@@@If you do, the safety concept of the appliance can no longer be assured and
the warranty becomes void. Only use the accessory parts provided with the appliance and never use the appliance without first inserting the cooking bowl.
This rice cooker is not intended for commercial use; it is intended exclusively for use in private households! Carefully remove the rice cooker from the
packaging. Remove all possibly remaining protective foils and clean any packaging-dust remnants from all components that will come into contact with
foodstuffs. Cooking bowl and steaming attachment 1 power cable fitted with a plug 1 measuring cup 1 plastic spoon 1 operating manual The total capacity of
the measuring cup is approximately 180 ml. The measuring cup has 2 different sets of measurement markings to make filling easier: 1/4 = approx. With this
appliance, it is possible to cook rice as well as to steam other foods at the same time.
Coat the inside of the cooking bowl 4 evenly with a little grease or vegetable oil to achieve a better cooking result. As a general rule: A level measuring cup filled with rice - yeilds a portion for one person. Determine the right quantity of rice and water for you in a few cooking attempts. If you do not wash the rice,
this could lead to poor cooking results and increased foam and steam formation in the cooking bowl 4. 5. After washing it, pour the rice into the cooking bowl
4 and smooth it out. 1 Steam exit opening 2 Lid 3 Steamer attachment 4 Cooking bowl 5 Yellow control lamp (Keep-warm) 6 Red control lamp (Cooking) 7
Function selector switch for "Cooking" and "Keep-warm" 8 Connection socket for the power cable Place at least 2 measuring beakers of rice into the rice
cooker! @@Insert the power plug into a properly installed power socket. @@@@There is a risk of receiving severe scalds!
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@If necessary, wipe the outside with a clean cloth. @@@@Other spoons may cause damage to the anti-stick coating.
@@@@@@Otherwise, there is a permanent risk of receiving an electric shock! @@ the steaming attachment 3 becomes hot during the steaming process.
@@Take note of the examples given in the following table. @@@@Fish / seafood Mussels (cook until they are opened) Prawns (cook until a pink colour)
Fish (Fillet) Water in milliliter approx. Place the power plug in a wall socket. @@As soon as the added water has left the cooking bowl 4 by being completely
turned to steam, the rice cooker automatically switches back to the "keeping warm" mode. The red control lamp 6 extinguishes and the yellow control lamp 5
starts to glow again. The food is now completely steamed and is ready to eat. ALWAYS remove the plug from the wall socket before cleaning, and allow the
appliance to cool completely before cleaning and storing it! Make certain that no liquid comes into contact with the heating plate and the insides of the rice
cooker. Use a dry cloth to clean the rice cooker housing incl. Clean the steaming attachment 3, the lid 2, the cooking bowl 4, the plastic spoon and the
measuring cup in water containing a mild detergent. Dry all parts before using the appliance again.
The rice cooker Push the power is not plugged plug into the in. Use a different wall power socket. Do not dispose of the appliance in your normal domestic
waste. This product is subject to the provisions of European Directive 2002/96/EC. Dispose of the appliance through an approved disposal centre or at your
community waste facility.
observe the currently applicable regulations. In case of doubt, please contact your waste disposal centre. The cooking The yellow indibowl 4 is empty cator
light 5 Fill the cooking and, as such, switches on, but bowl 4with the the safety the cooking foodstuffs to be switch cannot process cannot cooked. The
warranty for this appliance is for 3 years from the date of purchase. @@Please retain your receipt as proof of purchase.
@@Only in this way can a post-free despatch for your goods be assured. @@@@The warranty is void in the case of abusive and improper handling, use of
force and internal tampering not carried out by our authorized service branch. Your statutory rights are not restricted in any way by this warranty. The
warranty period will not be extended by repairs made under warranty. this applies also to replaced and repaired parts. Any damage and defects extant on
purchase must be reported immediately after unpacking the appliance, at the latest, two days after the purchase date. Repairs made after the expiration of the
warranty period are subject to payment. Lämna in den till ett företag som har tillstånd att ta hand om kasserade apparater av den här typen eller till rätt
återvinningsstation på din kommuns avfallsanläggning. .
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